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Abstract Artists

● Jackson pollock
● Mark Rothko
● Robert Motherwell
● William De kooning
● Wassily Kandinsky



History of Abstract Art

Abstract paintings emerged as a departure from classical and traditional 
academic painting in Europe during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Many well known artist prior to this time painted following the methods of 
classical realism, which used realistic perspective, shading, and other 
techniques in order to create historical scenes and subjects.
During the turn of the 20th century many artist were against formal 
teachings and started to create art that did not refer to the real world. The 
artist started to experiment with new techniques such as vivid colors, 
reconstructing shapes, and rejecting realistic three dimensional perspective.



Abstract Art 
Work

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=lM9qrfRhNVA - Abstract Art Demo.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=lM9qrfRhNVA


Facts about Abstract Art

● Most Abstract Art work are very large and the have to be scaled to be 
completed.

● Abstract art was developed after World War 2.
● Jackson Pollock is considered the Pioneer of Abstract Art.
● Abstract Art is a Great investment for your house.
● There's a science that studies the effects of Abstract Art on our brain.
● When observing ABstract art it allows us to remove ourselves from reality 

to create imaginative and creative responses.



Art and the Health benefits

● Painting strengthens memory
● Builds problem solving skills
● Painting provides stress relief
● Promotes an optimistic Attitude
● Painting art helps nurture emotional growth.



Art for sale.

Jimmi Hendrix 
$2,500

Two Hearts
$1,000

Two Cups
$800



Review page

This Genre was chosen for this unit assignment because 
Abstract Art is a very interesting topic of Art that people need to 
know more about. This style of art also changed the way art is 
viewed as a whole all over. The design of my website was 
chosen because I  believe it was a good design to show off 
Abstract Art work. My intended audience for my website are 
other artist and people who like to view and purchase valuable 
artwork.
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